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introduction

With every ending, one almost always finds a new beginning. So it was with the ending of what history would come to
know as the Jihad. The year 3085 marks an ending and a beginning for humankind. While Terra was liberated in 3078, it has
taken the last seven years for the Inner Sphere to return to some semblance of normalcy. For the Republic of the Sphere, the
signing of the Tikonov Treaty represented the final pieces of our new nation. 3085 also marks two years since the formal creation of The Republic Armed Forces. Formed not only from Devlin Stone’s personal warriors, but also including warriors from
all over the Inner Sphere and beyond, the RAF finds more in common with the old Star League than with any of her modern
counterparts.
3075 was a watershed year, the year the Inner Sphere began to strike back against the madness of the Word. Devlin
Stone’s coalition grew from a loose handful of the like-minded, to a Sphere-wide alliance capable of mounting a concentrated
offensive against the “Master” and his cybernetic monsters. Supported by nearly every major nation and many of the most famous mercenary units of history, Stone tightened the noose on Blakist-held Terra and, in August of 3078, the second liberation
of Terra began. Hauntingly similar to Kerensky’s long-ago liberation of humanity’s birthworld, the five-month battle saw the
fall of major Word opposition, but not without a crippling cost in men and materiel felt by every nation involved.
	There, however, Kerensky’s liberation and Stone’s diverge. Whereas Kerensky’s victory signaled the beginning of the end,
the start of three hundred years of world-destroying Succession Wars, Stone’s victory heralded the beginning of a new era.
His formation of the Republic of the Sphere has signaled a new age of peace and prosperity, an age when war is not the first
and only solution. The elite Knights of The Republic and the larger Republic Armed Forces are not an army of conquest, but of
protection and stability.
	The last ten years have seen more than the fall of the Word and the rise of The Republic. They have seen an explosion of
innovation forged by the fires of war and destruction. From cutting-edge designs like the RAF Winston Combat Vehicle, to
necessity-bred upgrades like aquatic armor conversions, to the new BattleMech “Phoenixization” that swept through front-line
units of every nation in the final drive to Terra, the last decade has seen greater advances in military technology than were
achieved in an entire century of the Star League.
While by no means comprehensive, this tactical briefing document summarizes the major innovations and equipment
changes for The Republic Armed Forces and those of the major Houses and powers that surround us. The current Archon of
the Lyran state may have made famous the phrase “information is ammunition,” but that does not make it any less valid. The
Republic is built on the best of all nations, and we shall use all the “ammunition” we have available to us.
—General Albrecht Hoft
RAF Department of Military Intelligence
1 December 3085
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game notes
Technical Readout: 3085 covers the widest breadth of units and equipment of any previously published Technical Readout. As such, to
understand how these various units plug into the core BattleTech rulebooks, it’s useful to cover how the various rulebooks interact.
Standard Rules
	The Total Warfare (TW) and TechManual (TM) rulebooks present the core game and construction rules for BattleTech (BT), otherwise
referred to as the standard rules.
Advanced Rules
Beyond the standard rules, a legion of advanced rules exists, allowing players to expand their games in any direction they desire.
In an effort to bring these rules to players in the most logical form possible, the advanced rules are contained in three “staging” core
rulebooks, each one staging up and building off of the previous rules set.
Tactical Operations: Tactical Operations (TO) is the first in the “staging” Advanced Rulebooks. Its focus is during game play, and
applies directly to a game as it unfolds on a world in the BattleTech universe.
Strategic Operations: Strategic Operations (SO) is the second “staging” Advanced Rulebook. It stages a player up to the next logical area of play, focusing on “in a solar system” and multi-game play.
Interstellar Operations: Interstellar Operations (IO) is the third and final “staging” Advanced Rulebook. Players are staged up to
the final level of play, where they can assume the roles of a House Lord or Clan Khan and dominate the galaxy.

How To Use This Technical Readout

Complete rules for using ’Mechs, vehicles, infantry, battle armor, fighters, and DropShips in BattleTech game play can be
found in Total Warfare, while the rules for their construction can be found in TechManual; some of the equipment found on some
units is detailed in Tactical Operations. The rules for using JumpShips and WarShips, as well as their construction rules, can be
found in Strategic Operations.
	The following three definitions are used to clarify the various types of equipment that appear in Technical Readout: 3085 and are
presented in the Standard and Advanced Rulebooks.
•
Standard: Any equipment mass produced “in universe”; can be used with Total Warfare rules alone.
•
Advanced: Any equipment mass produced “in universe”; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations,
in addition to Total Warfare, to use.
•
Experimental Rules: Any equipment not mass produced “in universe” because it is prohibitively expensive, extraordinarily sophisticated, exceedingly difficult to maintain or simply deemed too unreliable or restrictive for widespread
deployment; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations, in addition to Total Warfare, to use.
	Land-Air BattleMech Quick-Start Rules are found in Record Sheets: 3085; the complete rules are found in Interstellar Operations.
All Battle Values listed in this book for unit types appearing in Total Warfare were generated using the Battle Value system as it appears in TechManual; if it mounts Advanced equipment, Battle Values were generated using the addendum rules from Tactical Operations.
Battle Values for those units appearing in Strategic Operations were generated using the addendum rules found in that rulebook.
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DEMON MEDIUM TANK
	The recordings won over the design’s opponents, as
the prototypes met all the claims Brigadier had made. The
trials showed the Demon to be a successful fighter against
infantry and smaller armored enemies. The company was
able to quickly get the Demon out to the troops as they
started to hit heavily urbanized worlds.
	The original Demon was an ancient design, first introduced in 2716 for use with the Star League Defense Force.
The name was chosen again in an effort to instill its crew
with a sense of history and esprit de corps.

Mass: 45 tons
Movement Type: Wheeled
Power Plant: GM 295 Fusion
Cruising Speed: 76 kph
Flanking Speed: 119 kph
Armor: Leopard II Heavy Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
2 Tronel XII Medium Pulse Lasers
2 Zippo Conventional Flamers
2 GM Light Machine Guns
Manufacturer: Brigadier Corporation
Primary Factory: Oliver
Communications System: Exeter LongScan
Targeting and Tracking System: Standard TargetTrack
Overview
As the modern RAF’s predecessors finished conquering the Blakist Protectorate, the greater urban density of
the Core systems compared to the rest of the Inner Sphere
became a critical factor in outfitting the RAF. To assist with
this added challenge of defending Republic worlds, Devlin
Stone called for a new urban armor vehicle to be produced
at the recently captured Brigadier Corporation factory on
Oliver. Designers went with a more efficient wheeled design over treads, since the Demon would be primarily an
urban vehicle. This brought dissent from some armor commanders. CEO Joseph Zimmal finally settled the argument
by offering to show all the allied armor officers recordings
from the trials.
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Capabilities
When the shooting starts, the Demon needs to be
under cover. Designed for urban warfare, it excels at tightquarters combat, but its weapons have little reach—less
than a fifth of a kilometer of effective range. Dual turretmounted medium pulse lasers give it accurate close-range
fire. For anti-infantry work, a pair of light machine guns supplements the lasers and can threaten infantry formations
at ranges too far for most to return fire. Two conventional
flamers round out the weapons array. They can devastate
infantry at close range, inhibit enemy ’Mech performance
and even start fires if needed. A ton of flamer fuel is plenty
for a single engagement. However, in a longer campaign
numerous refills will be needed.
	The Demon’s most important asset is speed. Powered
by a fusion engine to avoid the tonnage of heat sinks, the
Demon is faster than many medium-weight tanks, for a significant price. With a safe speed of over 70 kph, the driver
can accelerate to up to 118 kph in emergencies. Many of
the Demon’s non-hovertank contemporaries cannot exceed 90 kph with the throttle wide open. Opponents must
choose between being outmaneuvered by the Demon or
risking a collision by moving at flanking speed.
In case it is outflanked or mistakenly drives close to
a Zhukov, the Demon mounts three tons of heavy ferrofibrous armor. This is enough to survive a chance encounter
with heavier enemies, but not enough for sustained combat. The armor plating is bulky, but the engineers designed
the tank so it would still be easy to maintain. While this design makes life easier on technicians, crews complain that it
makes some of their systems more vulnerable to incoming

fire that might bypass the thick armor. Brigadier officials
say this has never occurred in all the trials and tests they
have performed.
Deployment
	The Demon was first issued to armor forces as they
needed replacements. As time goes on, it will be concentrated in units that specialize in urban or other closequarters combat. The tank’s excellent performance has
encouraged The Republic to purchase all the Demons
that Brigadier has so far manufactured. With the advent
of peace, the Demon has been dispersed mostly to militia
units and the few prototypical urban specialists. In fact, it’s
as common to find a Demon loaded with coolant or firefighting foam as incendiary fuel.
Variants
As our militia role has expanded, the RAF wished to
extend the reach of the Demon. Not wanting to use less
accurate missiles in a unit that often serves in populated
areas and does not have enough of payload for most large
ballistic weapons. Brigadier therefore turned to old-style
rifled cannons. Less efficient against military-grade armor,
the cannon still makes an effective deterrent for a militia
vehicle. In addition to removing all the standard weapons
for a medium rifle and two tons of ammunition, this variant
adds another half ton of armor.

DEMON MEDIUM TANK
Type: Demon
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Movement Type: Wheeled
Tonnage: 45
Battle Value: 454
Equipment			
Internal Structure:			
Engine:
295		
	Type:
Fusion
Cruising MP:
7
Flanking MP:
11
Heat Sinks:
10		
Control Equipment:			
Lift Equipment:			
Power Amplifier:			
Turret:			
Armor Factor (Heavy Ferro):
59		
		
Armor
		
Value
Front
18
R/L Side
12/12
Rear
7
	Turret
10

Mass
4.5
27

Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage
2 Medium Pulse Lasers	Turret
4
2 Vehicular Flamers
Front
1
Ammo (Flamer) 20
Body
1
2 Light Machine Guns
Front
1
Ammo (Light MG) 100
Body
.5

0
2.5
0
0
.5
3
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ZUGVOGEL OMNI SUPPORT AIRCRAFT

“Big guns and even bigger vehicles.” When it comes
to equipping its armed forces, the Lyrans have never been
accused of being thrifty. With a bias to the largest, the
best, and the most expensive equipment they can field,
the Lyran armed forces also have one of the largest logistical trains in modern warfare. Constantly struggling to get
the right ’Mech, tank, gun, or bullet to the right place, the
LCAF Quartermaster Corps has become very adept at using
every tool available to it. Over the centuries this has led to
the Lyran military being one of the largest users of fixed
wing support aircraft.
	Long-time producers of support aircraft, Lockheed/
CBM of Gibbs have more than once filled this need, with
their KC-9 “King Karnov” being a mainstay of logistic units
across Lyran space ever since it debuted in 3001. Over the
years, the Lyran high command has made many requests
for modifications to the KC series, with its large interior
cargo bay being modified as a gunship, bomber, mobile
command post, MASH and more. Each of these designs,
however, required extensive after-market work or retooling
of the manufacturing lines to create these often-limited
production runs. Seeking to reduce their factory retooling
costs and to streamline the number of manufacturing lines
needed, Lockheed/CBM conceived the Zugvogel.
	The Zugvogel solves these construction issues through
the modularization of Omni construction. With more than
seventy tons of pod space the Zug can be modified to fit
nearly any mission role an army can come up with. Using
an Edasich commercial-grade fusion engine, the KC-O-01
is twenty-five percent faster than its KC progenitor, carries

56

twice the tonnage of military-grade armor and comes standard with advanced fire control and CASE reinforcement
for any ammunition carried.
Five factory-produced Omni kits are available from
Lockheed/CBM, with the most common configuration
having the aircraft equipped as a heavily-armed transport.
Two LRM 15 launchers backed by twin class-2 light autocannons make up the primary armament, with a medium
pulse laser filling out the forward arc. To reduce the threat
from light aerospace fighters a rear-mounted light Gauss
rifle provides a nasty surprise for “tailgaters” at any range.
Twenty-three tons of cargo is carried internally, more than
enough to support the company of infantry and all its
gear. The A configuration is a veritable technology warehouse that serves as an aerial command post with enough
communications equipment, sensors and command and
control equipment to lead an entire planetary campaign
without ever touching the surface of the world. The B and
C configurations are classic support designs; the B a mobile hospital with ten operating theatres and the C a selftransportable repair platform with two mobile field bases.
Finally, the D variant is an aerial gunship designed to protect its fellow Zugvogels with twin Gauss rifles and a heavy
PPC. The D configuration possesses enough firepower to
threaten even the heaviest aerospace fighters.
Still going through final quartermaster trials, the
Zugvogel is already earning praise from several circles. The
Third Skye CMR, a paratrooper-trained combat unit, has
been eagerly putting the Zugvogel through its paces as
part of a series of ongoing RAF-LCAF war games. Using the
mobile command post to avoid disruption of their command and control and relying on the primary configuration to move paratrooper squads quickly, the Third has
been able to surprise its opposition several times. They
have succeeded even so far as to force an entire combined
arms battalion to surrender without firing a shot, thanks to
a combination of aerial fire support and hit and run infantry
tactics. The Lyran Quartermaster Corps is expected to requisition at least two hundred Zugvogels over the next five
years and several other nations, including The Republic,
have made inquires about possible purchases once field
trials are complete.

Type: Zugvogel
Chassis Type: Fixed Wing (Large)
Mass: 200 tons
Equipment Rating: E/X-X-F/E
Battle Value: 1,159
Equipment			
Chassis/Controls:			
Engine/Trans:
Fusion		
Cruise MP:
4
Flank MP:
6
Structural Integrity:
4
Heat Sinks:
0		
Fuel: 		
369		
Armor Factor (BAR 10):
204		
		
Armor
		
Value
Front
51
Wings
51/51
Rear
51

Mass
57.5
45

0
8.5
11.5

Weapons and Ammo 	Location 	Tonnage
Advanced Fire Control
Body
5.5
Base Crew: 3 (3 enlisted/non-rated)
Cargo
–		

1 Door (rear)

Notes: Features Armored, Omni (71.5 tons, 24 slots), STOL Chassis and Control
Modification, CASE (.5 tons), may carry up to 55 tons of weaponry.
Weapons and Ammo 	Location 	Tonnage
Primary Configuration [Combat Transport]
2 LRM 15
Front
14
Ammo (LRM) 40
Body
5
Medium Pulse Laser
Front
2
4 Heat Sinks
Body
4
2 Light AC/2
Front
8
Ammo (Light AC) 90
Body
2
Light Gauss Rifle
Rear
12
Ammo (Light Gauss) 16
Body
1
Crew: 22 (4 officers, 3 enlisted/non-rated, 15 gunners)
Cargo
23.5 tons standard
1 Door (rear)

ZUGVOGEL OMNI SUPPORT AIRCRAFT
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage
Configuration A [High-Altitude, Long-range HQ] – Advanced
Command Console
Body
3
Hi-Res Imager
Front
2.5
Hi-Res Imager	Left
2.5
Hi-Res Imager
Right
2.5
Hi-Res Imager
Rear
2.5
Hyperspectral Imager
Front
7.5
Infrared Imager
Front
5
Look-Down Radar
Front
5
C3 Computer
Body
5
2 LB 2-X
Rear
12
Ammo (LB-X) 135
Body
3
Communications Equipment
Body
10
Medium VSP Laser
Front
4
7 Heat Sinks
Body
7

Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage
Configuration D [Attack Craft] “Raubvogel”
2 Gauss Rifles
Front
30
Ammo (Gauss) 56
Body
7
Heavy PPC
Front
10
15 Heat Sinks
Body
15
Ultra AC/2
Rear
7
Ammo (Ultra) 90
Body
2
Rocket Launcher 10
Front
.5
Crew: 28 (5 officers, 3 enlisted/non-rated, 20 gunners)
Cargo
None		
1 Door (rear)
Battle Value: 1,444

Crew: 23 (4 officers, 13 enlisted/non-rated, 6 gunners)
Cargo
None		
1 Door (rear)
Battle Value: 645
Configuration B [M.A.S.H. Support Unit]
MASH (10 theaters)
Body
4 Paramedic Equipment
Body
Field Kitchen
Body
Searchlight	Left
Searchlight
Right

12.5
1
3
.5
.5

Crew: 68 (12 officers, 56 enlisted/non-rated)
Cargo
	Light Vehicle Bay 50 tons)
1 Door (rear)
4 tons infantry
Battle Value: 518
Configuration C [Mobile Repair Base] – Advanced
2 Mobile Field Bases
Body
Lift Hoist
Body
Searchlight
Rear

40
3
.5

Crew: 16 (3 officers, 13 enlisted/non-rated)
Cargo
20 tons standard
1 Door (rear)		
12 tons infantry
Battle Value: 518
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OSP-26 Osprey

Mass: 55 tons
Chassis: Hollis Mk II Endo Steel
Power Plant: DAV 220 XL
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 64 kph
Jump Jets: Anderson Propulsion 25
Jump Capacity: 120 meters
Armor: Durallex Heavy with CASE
Armament:
1 M-7 Gauss Rifle
1 Holly MML 7 Rack
2 Diverse Optics ER Medium Lasers
1 Diverse Optics ER Small Laser
Manufacturer: Skobel MechWorks, Hollis Incorporated,
Achernar BattleMechs
Primary Factory: Terra (Skobel), Corey (Hollis),
		
Achernar (Achernar- Destroyed)
Communications System: O/P COM-211
Targeting and Tracking System: O/P 1078 with
Beagle Active Probe
Overview
	The original Osprey OSP-15 was a limited-use unit in
SLDF Royal Units. Answering a quartermaster’s bid for a mobile, medium-weight fire support unit, Hollis Incorporated
created the Osprey. They lost the SLDF bid to Blue Shot
Weapons’ Lynx, relegating the Osprey to a limited contract
in an urban fire support role. Desperate for durable, highfirepower machines with which to equip their Protectorate
Militias, the Word of Blake resurrected the Osprey in the
early 3070s and thrust it into its most prominent role ever.
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Capabilities
Using ancient plans and a museum-piece Osprey, the
Word of Blake commissioned Skobel MechWorks to replicate the original design. The first test units were a minor
upgrade of the Star League-era OSP-15, visually indistinguishable from the original. After an accelerated field trial,
Skobel went back to design boards and created the updated OSP-26. Sporting new technologies, this design also
received a physical upgrade that allowed for easier maintenance and transformed the OSP-26 into a more visually
intimidating machine.
	The core of the Osprey’s firepower is built around
the M-7 Gauss rifle. Identical to the one used on the
Highlander, the M-7 is an extremely reliable system that
delivers severe damage with pinpoint accuracy. A modern MML system supplements the M-7’s long-range firepower and offers a greatly improved short-range punch.
Two Diverse Optics ER medium lasers and a single ER
small laser round out the offensive armament. Built
chiefly for urban combat, the OSP-26 has an average
ground speed but backs this up with 120-meter jump
jet ability. Further improving on the original Osprey, the
OSP-26 mounts a Beagle active probe to allow better
tracking of hostiles in the urban jungles it favors. As part
of the physical makeover, the probe was fashioned to
look like a laser system and the ER small was placed in a
larger housing, giving the Osprey the appearance of four
arm lasers of the same size.
Deployment
During the Star League era, the Osprey was deployed
in limited numbers. Assigned to urban specialist units and
Special Forces, less than a thousand were manufactured
before the Star League collapsed. Few of these units survived the Exodus and subsequent Succession Wars. Only
two have been documented in recent years, one discovered by a FedCom mercenary unit in the 3020s and the
other being the museum piece used as the prototype for
the Word’s revival of the design.
	Once the Word began new production, it turned
out the simple upgrade OSP-25 and OSP-26 redesign in
significant numbers at the Skobel plant on Terran and on

Achernar, where the old IndustrialMech lines were upgraded to produce the design. Images of a company of
white Ospreys firing en masse to destroy a Wolf-in-Exile
Daishi remain a lasting symbol of the brutal battle to capture the Achernar complex. Though the factory was completely destroyed, the Coalition recovered several lances
of Ospreys.
	The nascent Republic was impressed with the Osprey’s
durability and effectiveness in urban environments, and
so Victor Steiner-Davion designated the surviving Skobel
Osprey line as a priority to repair. In the intervening years, a
small but steady stream of Ospreys has continued to march
off the line and into RAF front-line units.
Seeing the renewed success of the Osprey, Hollis
Incorporated, the original manufacturer of the ’Mech,
retooled one of their Catapult lines to produce the OSP15E. Functionally identical to the OSP-25, this Osprey was
quickly accepted by the Confederation Strategios. When
paired with the Catapult, the two units were found to
make an effective fire support team. The advantage of the
newer OSP-26’s MML system was proven in a brief clash
on Shipka, where two Ospreys from the Eighth Hastati
Sentinels encountered a mixed Capellan Osprey/Catapult
lance in broken terrain. Using the added short-range firepower of their MMLs, the two Hastati Ospreys destroyed
the Catapults and one of the Capellan Ospreys in a catand-mouse battle through the hills and gullies.
Variants
No known Star League-era variants are known to have
been produced, as the compact chassis complicated anything but the most basic refits. The original OSP-15 lacked
the Beagle probe, mounted an LRM 10 in place of the MML
and carried three standard Martell medium lasers instead
of the ER models on the OSP-26. When the Word of Blake
first began fielding the recovered Osprey, they created the
OSP-25, a simple upgrade of the OSP-15 that exchanged
the Martell lasers for three extended-range versions.

OSP-26 Osprey
Type: Osprey
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 55
Battle Value: 1,541
Equipment			 Mass
Internal Structure:	Endo Steel		
3
Engine:
220 XL		
5
Walking MP:
4
Running MP:
6
Jumping MP:
4
Heat Sinks:
10 [20]		
0
Gyro:			
3
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor:
176		
11
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
18
30
Center Torso (rear)		
5
R/L Torso
13
22
R/L Torso (rear)		
4
R/L Arm
9
16
R/L Leg
13
24
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Critical	Tonnage
ER Medium Laser
RA
1
1
Beagle Active Probe
RA
2
1.5
Gauss Rifle
RT	
7
15
Ammo (Gauss) 8
RT	
1
1
Ammo (Gauss) 8	LT	
1
1
MML 7	LT	
4
4.5
Ammo (MML) 34/28	LT	
2
2
ER Medium Laser	LA
1
1
ER Small Laser	LA
1
.5
CASE	LT	
1
.5
Jump Jets
CT	
2
1
Jump Jet
RT	
1
.5
Jump Jet	LT	
1
.5
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MR-1S MORGENSTERN

Mass: 70 tons
Chassis: Lockheed/CBM 300
Power Plant: WAS 280
Armor: Donegal Omni-Sheath Ferro-Aluminum
Armament:
31 tons of pod space available
Manufacturer: Lockheed/CBM
Primary Factory: Tharkad
Communications System: Lockheed/CBM COMSET 300
Targeting and Tracking System: Lockheed/CBM TarSet 75
Overview
	Lockheed released a terrible airframe to the Lyran
military over half a millennium ago. Despite the problems
with the Lucifer, the design has remained in service only by
necessity. With the technological renaissance of the latter
half of the 31st Century there was a push to replace the
Lucifer with a newer, better design. Finally the Jihad came
and the Word of Blake severely damaged the Lockheed/
CBM plants on Tharkad that were producing the Lightning
and Hellcat designs. Noting that both designs had similar
weights and components, designers proposed that instead
of rebuilding both the lines they could replace both with
an OmniFighter. Thus the Morgenstern was approved, with
engineers working hard to make a design to eventually replace all three fighters.
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Capabilities
	The Morgenstern has moderate thrust for its size,
matching that of the three designs it replaces. While
initial plans called for a light fusion engine this was denied, not for any survivability issues but rather to keep
costs down. With so many aging Lucifers, Hellcats and
Lightnings in the LCAF, replacement will be expensive.
Following the lead of the Eisensturm, the fighter’s delta
frame was covered in a thick shield of ferro-aluminum
armor. Designers were also tasked with making it able
to handle atmospheric conditions well, an area where
the Lucifer performed poorly. Lucifer pilots will be
very pleased to know that the fighter has a working
ejection system.
With thirty-one tons for payload, almost forty-five percent of the craft is devoted to weapons and equipment.
One drawback is an integral fuel capacity of only four tons,
something critics have complained about. However, as an
OmniFighter, the designers wanted to leave plenty of room
for extra weapons on shorter missions.
	The most common version refines the Lucifer payload. The rarely-used wing lasers are gone, with most of
the weapons located in the nose. A pair of extended-range
large lasers provide punch at a distance, while a pair of
multi-missile launchers add to firepower at all ranges. Both
launchers have Artemis IV guidance systems to increase
accuracy and punch. An aft-mounted laser is common
throughout the designs, as is heat sink capacity to salvo
the primary weapons load.
	The A configuration is meant for aerospace superiority and ground attacks. An ER PPC and twin plasma rifles
are able to maul even the toughest armor. The Lightning
clone, configuration B, is focused on the improved heavy
Gauss rifle. Studying the Hellcat’s performance, it was
found that many of the weapons weren’t used because of
the immense heat requirements. Configuration C was thus
modified to upgrade one large laser to a pulse version and
put a medium pulse in the rear. Finally, the missile-heavy
configuration D is a consummate support craft.

Deployment
	The design is still in the final trials and is expected to
first be issued in 3086 to replace aging fighters. So far only
a general procurement announcement has gone out, rather than specific assignments. The Lyran Commonwealth
will be getting the lion’s share of the production, with
Clan Wolf-in-Exile having the option to purchase some of
the output.
Type: Morgenstern
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 70
Battle Value: 1,640
Equipment			 Mass
Engine:
280		
16
Safe Thrust:
6
Maximum Thrust:
9
Structural Integrity:
7
Heat Sinks:
10 [20]		
0
Fuel:
320		
4
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor (Ferro):
286		
16
		
Armor
Free
		
Value
Space
Nose
93
5
Wings
71/71
4/4
Aft
51
5

MR-1S MORGENSTERN
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage	Heat	SRV	
Primary Weapons Configuration
2 ER Large Lasers
Nose
10
12
8
2 MML 7+Artemis
Nose
11
4
12
Ammo (MML) 34/28
—
2
ER Medium Laser
Aft
1
5
5
7 Double Heat Sinks
—
7
Alternate Configuration A
ER PPC
Nose
2 Plasma Rifles
Nose
Ammo (Plasma) 30
—
ER Medium Laser
Aft
8 Double Heat Sinks
—
Battle Value: 2,012

7
12
3
1
8

Alternate Configuration B — Experimental
Improved Heavy Gauss RifleNose
20
Ammo (iHeavy Gauss) 12 —
3
MML 5
Nose
3
Ammo (MML) 48/40
—
2
ER Medium Laser
RW
1
ER Medium Laser	LW
1
ER Medium Laser
Aft
1
Battle Value: 1,949

MRV	LRV	ERV
8
6

8
6

—
—

5

—

—

15
10

10
10

10
10

10
—

—
—

5

5

5

—

—

2

22

22

22

—

3

6

3

3

—

5
5
5

5
5
5

5
5
5

—
—
—

—
—
—

Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage	Heat	SRV	
Alternate Configuration C
2 ER Large Lasers
Nose
10
12
8
2 ER Medium Lasers
Nose
2
5
5
Large Pulse Laser
Nose
7
10
9
ER Medium Laser
RW
1
5
5
ER Medium Laser	LW
1
5
5
ER Medium Laser
Aft
1
5
5
Medium Pulse Laser
Aft
2
4
6
7 Double Heat Sinks
—
7
Battle Value: 1,816
Alternate Configuration D
ER Large Laser
Nose
ER Medium Laser
Nose
MML 7+Artemis
Nose
Ammo (MML) 68/56
—
MML 7+Artemis
RW
MML 7+Artemis	LW
ER Medium Laser
Aft
Small Laser
Aft
Targeting Computer
—
Double Heat Sink
—
Battle Value: 1,704

5
1
5.5
4
5.5
5.5
1
.5
2
1

MRV	LRV	ERV
8
5
9
5
5
5
—

8
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

12
5
4

8
5
12

8
5
6

8
—
6

—
—
—

4
4
5
1

12
12
5
3

6
6
5
—

6
6
—
—

—
—
—
—
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TAIHOU ASSAULT DROPSHIP

	The Jihad was a trying time for the Draconis Combine
Admiralty. With the Black Dragons and Word of Blake shutting down or redirecting production at Dieron, Luthien,
and Altair, Draconis naval production ground to a halt.
When the threat receded in the late 3070s, thoughts turned
to how to rebuild the navy. Funding and infrastructure for
more WarShips was unlikely so the Admiralty decided to
base the new navy on DropShips utilizing the naval C3 system to overcome their limited firepower.
BBP Industries, with its extensive array of modern
DropShip designs, would get the majority of funds to
revamp its lines. But the damage to Luthien meant that
it would take decades for all of BBP’s lines to receive upgrades. Instead Hinsdale Elec was selected to develop a
new assault ship that would take into account all of the lessons of the Jihad. Honored though they were, Hinsdale was
not sophisticated enough to complete the project on their
own. Technicians from Midway Warship Yard were transferred to assist with the capital weapons while Nirasaki
Computer Collective was brought in to handle the linkup
with their naval C3 system. The prototype Taihou launched
in 3077 and mass production started in 3078.
Using a smaller, stronger hull than the Nekohono’o, the
Taihou is covered in heavy ferro-aluminum armor, making
it a tough nut to crack. Its wings are lined with Lord’s Light
Heavy PPCs and computer-guided MRMs. The main firepower comes from a battery of Imperator sub-capital autocannons. These hundred-ton weapons allow the Taihou
to batter other DropShips into submission with a degree
of accuracy unavailable to most DropShips, but the real
heart of the Taihou is the Nirasaki C3 system. This allows the
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Taihou to use targeting data from other fleet units for even
more accurate fire. As the system is rolled out to the rest
of the fleet it’s expected that BBP’s Nekohono’o will be one
of the first to benefit and will serve as fire support for the
Taihous. The Taihou is rounded out with a useful complement of battle armor and shuttles.
In typical DCA fashion the first production runs were
disasters. Under political pressure to have a strike force
ready for the Liberation of Terra, the first Taihous had
major faults in their advanced electronics systems. This is
known to have left one Taihou at Terra operating without
weapons at all. When they functioned correctly the Taihous
proved devastating, able to smash well-armored ships like
Interdictors with ease. After Terra’s liberation Hinsdale was
able to reinstate proper quality control with a corresponding reduction in faults. Taihous are typically deployed
with Nekohono’os, Achilles, and Okinawas in naval support
squadrons. The Taihou’s heavier armor means they end up
as the point units for the squadron’s C3 system. So far, fully
integrated squadrons are rare but the DCA hopes to have
its fleet assets refitted by the turn of the century.
Taihou Class Assault
DropShip
Type: Military Aerodyne
Use: Assault DropShip
Tech: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Introduced: 3079
Mass: 12,000
Battle Value: 25,417
Dimensions
	Length: 200 meters
	Width: 90 meters
	Height: 30 meters
Fuel: 400 tons (12,000 points)
Tons/Burn-day: 1.84
Safe Thrust: 6
Maximum Thrust: 9
Heat Sinks: 250 [500]
Structural Integrity: 30

Armor
	Nose: 601
	Sides: 451
	Aft: 328
Cargo
Bay 1: Cargo (472 tons) 		
Bay 2: Small Craft (2) 		

2 Doors
1 Doors

Life Boats: 5
Escape Pods: 5
Crew: 4 Officers, 10 Enlisted/Non-rated, 9 Gunners, 36
Battle Armor Marines, 10 Bay personnel
Ammunition: 120 rounds Heavy Sub Capital Cannon
ammunition (120 tons), 504 rounds MRM 40
Ammunition (28 tons), 288 rounds Anti Missile System
Ammunition (24 tons), 10 rounds Screen Launcher
ammunition (100 tons)
Notes: Carries 115 tons Heavy Ferro Aluminum armor, 120
tons Naval C3.
Weapons: 			Capital Attack Values (Standard)
Arc (Heat) Type 		Short Medium	Long 	Extreme	Class
Nose (349 Heat)
4 Heavy Sub-Capital
28 (280) 28 (280)
—
— Capital AC
		 Cannons (60 rounds)
3 Heavy PPC 		
5 (45) 5 (45)
—
—
PPC
3 MRM 40 +Apollo
7 (72) 7 (72)
—
—
MRM
(42 rounds)
1 Screen Launcher 		
—
—
—
—
Screen
(10 rounds)
LW/RW (84 Heat)
3 Heavy PPC 		
5 (45) 5 (45)
—
—
PPC
3 MRM 40 +Apollo 		
7 (72) 7 (72)
—
—
MRM
		 (42 rounds)
3 AMS (72 rounds)		
1 (9)
—
—
—
AMS
LW/RW Aft (3 Heat)
3 AMS (72 rounds)		
1 (9)
—
—
—
AMS
Aft (81 Heat)
3 Heavy PPC 		
5 (45) 5 (45)
—
—
PPC
3 MRM 40 +Apollo 		
7 (72) 7 (72)
—
—
MRM
		 (42 rounds)

TAIHOU ASSAULT DROPSHIP
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Ironhold Assault Battle Armor

	The Ironhold assault battle armor is Clan Jade Falcon’s
answer to the myriad other assault suits that have proliferated since the mid-3050s. Designed by the scientist
caste in close cooperation with Elementals from Gamma
Galaxy, it went through a furious development process
during the early 3070s. That the Jade Falcons are ostensibly twenty years late in deploying heavy battle armor can
be explained by their preference for mobility over brute
strength. Early attempts to combine attributes of assault
units with standard battle armor mobility resulted in negligible firepower.
	The introduction of the high-powered and lightweight
anti-personnel Gauss rifle in 3069 finally offered a solution
to this problem. By mounting two of the weapons the technicians found they could finally supply firepower befitting
a high-end suit. Soon afterward, an Elemental Trinary of
the Third Falcon Talon Cluster was detached by order of
Gamma Galaxy Commander Amelia Icaza to actively participate in the development of a new suit, codenamed Project
Ferrum. This military influence guaranteed a speedy design
phase. Lyran intelligence showed that program was warrior-driven with complete autonomy of the team toward
all other castes.
Mounting jump jets that propel it an impressive sixty
meters, the suit utilized standard armor molded to ensure
safe jumps. Despite lacking the almost-trademark fire-resistant armor of other Falcon specialty suits, its defenses
were impressive. The Gauss weapons offered excellent
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tactical range compared to other direct-fire weapons and
good endurance compared to missiles. Their firepower
was deemed respectable against armored targets and extremely deadly against infantry. Thus was born a suit that
for the first time balanced all three parameters of Jade
Falcon battle armor design.
As soon as Project Ferrum was ready for trial deployment, it was renamed Ironhold. Choosing their homeworld as the name for the new suit, at a time when Clan
space appears to again be isolated from the Inner Sphere,
symbolized the iron will with which the Jade Falcons pursued greatness. Within a short time, the Third Falcon Talon
Cluster Elemental Trinary tested the suit in the Periphery
to great effect. Though intelligence of the action remains
sketchy, it has to be assumed that the Ironhold excelled,
as the Trinary was quickly re-deployed to the Inner
Sphere. In conflicts against the Inner Sphere, Elementals
have demonstrated that their Ironholds could replace
ProtoMechs in combat.
Despite being immediately slated for full-scale production, it took until 3077 for the manufacturing line on
Sudeten to achieve active status. The delay happened due
to the various conflicts the Jade Falcons were involved in
that demanded an increasing flow of current armor designs.
Nevertheless, the development was swift in comparison to
many Inner Sphere design efforts of the same complexity.
It would not take long for these mass-produced
Ironholds to be put to the test. In June of 3077 the Lyran
thrust of the Coalition advance hit Shiloh. Believing the
world to be better defended than intelligence indicated,
Duke Kelswa-Steiner used two of his combat groups,
including the Falcon Alpha and Wolf Delta Galaxies, to
execute an assault on a key Shiloh military base. Once
taken, the base had to be held in the face of determined
Blakist efforts to dislodge them. In the tight confines of the
base, the Ironholds’ jump jets and thick armor made them
brutally effective against lighter Blakist battle armor and
light tank forces.
	The Ironhold found an enthusiastic reception amongst
warriors. Falcon Elementals, previously on the defensive
against the conventional assault units of Clan Hell’s Horses

and Word of Blake, could now match or exceed their enemies’ capabilities. The suit could be produced faster than
any other assault armor due to its simple construction.
Today, it has spread to almost all Galaxies of Clan Jade
Falcon. The Trinary who first used the Ironhold has taken
the suit to the Third Falcon Talon Cluster, now unique for
equipping all their Elementals with it. This extensive deployment of the Ironhold has led to the predominance
of the hitherto relatively obscure Jade Falcon Bang-Chu
Elemental Bloodname, which dominates the Cluster.
	Once production started on Sudeten, the responsible technicians were tasked to further develop the
suit’s full potential. Satisfied with its flexibility, further
parameters included up-gunning the suit and utilizing
fire-resistant armor that had become the norm for Jade
Falcon armor. The bulk of the fireproof armor meant
the Ironhold could no longer be safely controlled when
jumping, so the jets were removed. The lack of mobility
was offset by adding two additional AP Gauss rifles to
the body of the suit. The fire suit, filling the traditional
role of a pure assault armor, has again met with enthusiastic support from its operators.

Ironhold Assault Battle Armor
Type: Ironhold
Manufacturer: Olivetti Weaponry
	Primary Factory: Sudeten
Tech Base: Clan
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Assault
Maximum Weight: 2,000 kg
Battle Value:
77 (Standard)
108 (Fire)
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: No/No/No/No
Notes: None
Equipment		Slots
Chassis:			
Motive System (Standard): 		
	Ground MP:
1		
Jump MP:
2		
Motive System (Fire): 		
	Ground MP:
1		
Jump MP:
0		
Manipulators: 			
	Left Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Right Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Armor (Standard):
Standard		
Armor Value: 16 + 1 (Trooper)
Armor (Fire):
Fire-Resistant
5
Armor Value: 16 + 1 (Trooper)
				
Weapons and Equipment	Location
Standard
AP Gauss Rifle (20)		
RA
AP Gauss Rifle (20)		LA
Fire
AP Gauss Rifle (20)		
RA
AP Gauss Rifle (20)		LA
2 AP Gauss Rifles (20 x2)		
Body

Mass
700 kg
0 kg
500 kg
0 kg
0 kg
0 kg
0 kg
400 kg
480 kg

Slots
(Capacity)	Tonnage
2
2

200 kg
200 kg

2
2
4

200 kg
200 kg
400 kg
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BLOOD REAPER
to the Clan’s heritage, and so was determined to cull anything that weakened the heirs of Kerensky’s legacy.
In a typical bold stroke, Ward issued a challenge
to the ranking members of his scientist caste to forge a
symbolic weapon that the Wolves could rally around. The
Khan vowed that if their efforts were unacceptable, he
would personally put them in the cockpit of those inadequate machines and destroy them on the battlefield. As
this challenge came from the man who had crushed the
life out of an ilKhan with his foot on the floor of the Grand
Council, the scientists took it seriously. Their efforts did
not disappoint.
Mass: 70 tons
Chassis: Type W4 Endo Steel
Power Plant: 280 Fusion XL
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 64 kph
Jump Jets: BMP Series XV
Jump Capacity: 120 meters
Armor: Advanced/3
Armament:
2 Type 22 Extended Range PPCs
2 General Systems Heavy Medium Lasers
2 CC 6-Rack Advanced Tactical Missile Launchers
Manufacturer: W-7 Facilities
	Primary Factory: Weingarten
Communications System: Build 1685 Tacticom
Targeting and Tracking System: Build 2 CAT TTS
Overview
	The latest BattleMech from Clan Wolf marks an interesting shift in the way these Crusaders view their future.
Cunning, wits and determination have long characterized
the Wolves’ tactical approach to warfare, but even the most
cunning must ultimately pay the price of war. Khan Vlad
Ward has expertly proven the value of using symbols to
direct his Clan. While Clan Wolf has proven their ability in
bloodlines and machines, the purist Ward was concerned
with the number of non-Wolf designs in the touman.
Though he knew that a superior warrior in an inferior machine will still be victorious, he viewed assigning even the
lowliest Wolf warrior to an unworthy machine as an insult
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Capabilities
	The rallying cry for this particular design was most
unusual––and this new unit has the guns to back it up.
Much like the iconic Tundra Wolf design, the Blood Reaper
is a straightforward second-line ’Mech. The design parameters stressed survivability, impact, cost and proven technology. By drawing on the best elements of several highly
successful designs, this new machine pays tribute to the
Clan’s history in a way the Tundra Wolf did not.
	Given the Wolves’ historic success with the Mad Cat,
the design team drew heavily from its chassis and structural design. They also chose to reference several complementary elements from the proven structure of the Black
Hawk. Multi-range firepower flexibility comes from a pair
of ATM launchers, while ER PPCs were chosen for their raw
hitting power. This threat is backed up by two heavy medium lasers for close-range punch. Though relatively slow
compared to a frontline Clan Omni, the standard version
has jump jets to increase flexibility.
Ward was satisfied that the Blood Reaper met his strict
requirement of “the flexibility to prove his cunning, the
teeth to draw the enemy’s blood, and the hide to withstand
the savagery of battle.” His warriors took this typical Clan
posturing as a challenge to see if they could win despite
being hobbled by a second-line machine.
Deployment
In 3079, the first Star of Blood Reapers saw their trial
by fire against a Trinary of Hell’s Horses who believed a

flanking maneuver through untested prototypes would
allow them to avoid the main Wolf force. The Horses failed
to realize they had been led into the Blood Reapers, and
fell into the trap. The Blood Reapers savaged the mostly
light and medium Horse machines, leaving only two Horse
’Mechs to flee the battle.
At a Wolf Grand Council meeting two weeks later,
Vlad Ward outlined his plans to forge a touman worthy of
Kerensky’s chosen, and showed footage from the Horse
battle. His reported words were: “Even in the weakest
Wolf machine, our warriors are superior to our enemies.”
He followed this claim by stating that the spirit of the Wolf
would welcome any who sought a little more challenge
with their victories. Ward’s call to action prompted requisitions from every Galaxy Commander, and the Khan
offered to supply Blood Reapers as replacements for any
units the commanders deemed “unworthy of the Wolf.” In
remarkably short order, the Blood Reaper was being produced in record numbers.
	The warriors of Alpha Galaxy received the first shipments of the new ’Mechs, which were predominantly assigned to Bloodnamed warriors. The Blood Reaper is quickly
joining the Mad Cat and Tundra Wolf as one of the Wolves’
iconic machines.
Variants
A second variant released within a year of the first
Reaper drops the four jump jets in favor of two arm-mounted medium pulse lasers. Capable of heavier fire, it must be
doubly careful about overheating. Its firepower has made
it popular in dueling and Trials of Position, seeing as much,
if not more, production than the standard version.

BLOOD REAPER
Type: Blood Reaper
Technology Base: Clan
Tonnage: 70
Battle Value: 2,665
Equipment			 Mass
Internal Structure:	Endo Steel		
3.5
Engine:
280 XL		
8
Walking MP:
4
Running MP:
6
Jumping MP:
4
Heat Sinks:
18 [36]		
8
Gyro:			
3
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor:
216		 13.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
22
34
Center Torso (rear)		
9
R/L Torso
15
22
R/L Torso (rear)		
8
R/L Arm
11
22
R/L Leg
15
30
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Critical	Tonnage
ER PPC
RA
2
6
Heavy Medium Laser
RA
2
1
ATM 6
RT	
3
3.5
Ammo (ATM) 30
RT	
3
3
ER PPC	LA
2
6
Heavy Medium Laser	LA
2
1
ATM 6	LT	
3
3.5
Ammo (ATM) 30	LT	
3
3
Jump Jets
RL	
2
2
Jump Jets	LL	
2
2
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HOUSE DAVION

Perhaps no other nation values their infantry as much
as the Federated Suns. The Suns’ respect for its military extends right down to the regular private in the Planetary
Guard infantry. The AFFS was one of the first modern militaries to reintegrate its infantry into its front-line forces. No
longer an afterthought, AFFS infantry trained right alongside the BattleMechs and tanks of the front-line RCTs.
	The inclusion of battle armor in the AFFS TO&E has not
fundamentally altered the structure of the Davion infantry forces. The basic structure of AFFS infantry formations
remains unchanged, with battle armor forces mixed in as
heavy support and in stand-alone heavy formations. With
such a focus on infantry, it is unsurprising that the AFFS has
so many specialized infantry units. Nor is it surprising that
the RAF’s own infantry corps are borrowing heavily from
the Federated Suns model.
SPECIAL INFANTRY
From the benign fire-fighting battalion of the
Seventeenth Avalon Hussars to the ultra-elite black ops
teams of the Rabid Foxes, the AFFS has a higher percentage
of specially trained infantry than any other nation. Many infantry are under direct orders of the AFFS High Command,
but the stability of line units has led to the evolution of specialty infantry forces within these front-line formations.
Places exist where BattleMechs cannot tread, such
as extremely mountainous terrain. Into these places go
the men of the Third Davion Guards, Forty-fifth Cerulean
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Mountain Regiment. The “Goat Men” train extensively for
high altitude and rough terrain operations. Able to set up a
command post on a sheer cliff, the Forty-fifth has surprised
many an enemy by attacking from what was thought to
be a safe approach. Adding re-breathers to their kits, the
Forty-fifth can operate at altitudes that conventional aircraft and VTOLs find challenging.
	Long ago recognizing that war was not won solely on
the battlefield, the AFFS has many infantry units devoted
to non-combat operations. Able to fight on the line with
the best, these units excel in their given roles. The Twentyfourth Hellfire Battalion, Eighty-fourth Avalon Light Infantry,
of the Seventeenth Avalon Hussars is a prime example of
this type of formation. Carrying Thunderstroke II Gauss
rifles may seem like overkill, but the guns were chosen for
their inability to cause fires rather than for their firepower.
Riding in compact all-purpose vehicles, it is more common
to see a soldier of the Hellfire battalion with a shovel or
portable chemical sprayer than with his Thunderstroke.
	The AFFS Frogmen are special operations troops
trained extensively in sub-surface warfare. Riding their
electric-cell underwater sleds and trained in combat, demolitions and reconnaissance, the blue water marines
prove the old adage: never turn your back on the water.
Equipped with Federated-Barrett laser rifles, they are a decided threat in or out of the water.
When something absolutely must be extracted
overnight, the Federated Suns sends in the Rabid Foxes.
Officially known as the MI6 division of AFFS Military
Intelligence, the men and women of the Rabid Foxes are
some of the best and most dedicated personnel in the
FedSuns. MI6 units typically operate in five- to seven-man
teams, though on occasion the need for something bigger
comes along. When this happens, the Rabid Foxes send in
an Extraction Specialist Team. Able to deploy from orbit on
personal reentry units, the E-Teams are equipped with the
finest stealth suits, portable electronics and best-trained
experts. Their job is to drop into a location, find and acquire their target, and then make their way to the extraction point, either avoiding all contact or destroying any
obstacle barring their path.

Mountaineer
Notable Unit: Forty-fifth Cerulean Mountain Infantry,
Second Davion Guards
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (D/X-X-D)
Transport Weight: 2 tons
Equipment:
	Primary Weapon: 12 Federated-Barrett M42B Assault Rifles
	Secondary Weapon: 2 Light SRM Launchers
	Armor: Federated Suns Standard Infantry Kit (3030 Issue)
Battle Value: 92
Notes: Mountain climbing equipment. Unit can traverse
3 levels per hex. Unit is immune to the effects of Thin
Atmosphere.
Platoon Type (Specialty): Foot (Mountain)
	Ground MP: 1
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 14 (7/2)
Armor Divisor: 2
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
“-2 (0 Hexes), 0 (1 Hex), +2 (2 Hexes), +4 (3 Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
14 (14), 13 (13), 12 (12), 11 (11), 10 (10), 9 (9), 8 (8), 7 (7),
6 (6), 5 (5), 4 (4), 3 (3), 2 (2), 1 (1)

HOUSE DAVION
Firefighter
Notable Unit: Twenty-fourth Hellfire Firefighting
Battalion, 84th Avalon LI, 17th Avalon Hussars
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (E/X-X-D)
Transport Weight: 5 tons
Equipment:
	Primary Weapon: 14 Thunderstroke II Gauss Rifles
	Secondary Weapon: None
	Armor: Federated Suns Standard Infantry Kit (3067 Issue)
Battle Value: 74
Notes: Firefighting Equipment. Cannot conduct Anti-’Mech
or Swarming Attacks.

SpecOps Paratrooper
Notable Unit: MI6 Extraction Team
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (D/X-X-E)
Transport Weight: 4 tons
Equipment:
	Primary Weapon: 18 Federated-Barrett
		
M42B Assault Rifles
	Secondary Weapon: 3 Sonic Stunners
	Armor: Sneak Suit (Camo/ECM/IR)
Battle Value: 101

Notes: +3 to-hit modifier to attackers if platoon doesn’t move, +2 modifier
to attackers if platoon expends 1 MP. Non-infantry units suffer a +1/+1/+2
to-hit modifier at short/medium/long ranges. Invisible to Standard/Light
Active Probes. May use Atmospheric Drops rules.

Platoon Type (Specialty): Motorized
(Combat Engineers: Firefighting)
	Ground MP: 2
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 14 (7/2)
Armor Divisor: 2
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
-2 (0 Hexes), +0 (1-2 Hexes), +2 (3-4 Hexes), +4 (5-6 Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
7 (14-13), 6 (12-11), 5 (10-9), 4 (8-7), 3 (6-5), 2 (4-3), 1 (2-1)
Frogmen
Notable Unit: Blue Water Marine Response Teams
(Frogmen), Special Operations Command
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (D/X-X-D)
Transport Weight: 3 tons
Equipment:
	Primary Weapon: 10 Federated-Barrett M61A Laser Rifles
Secondary Weapon: 2 Heavy Support Lasers
	Armor: Flack Vest
Battle Value: 64
Notes: Weapon range is halved (round down) underwater.

Platoon Type (Specialty): Foot (Paratroopers)
	Ground MP: 1
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 21 (7/3)
Armor Divisor: 1
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
-2 (0 Hexes), 0 (1 Hex), +2 (2 Hexes), +4 (3 Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
20 (21), 19 (20), 18 (19), 17 (18), 16 (17), 15 (16),14 (15),
13 (14), 12 (13), 11 (12), 10 (11-10), 9 (9), 8 (8 ), 7 (7),
6 (6), 5 (5), 4 (4), 3 (3), 2 (2), 1 (1)

Platoon Type (Specialty): Foot (Motorized SCUBA)
	Ground MP: 1
	Water MP: 2
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 12 (6/2)
Armor Divisor: 1
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
–1 (0 Hex), 0 (1-2 Hexes), +2 (3-4 Hexes), +4 (5-6 Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
9 (12), 8 (11-10), 7 (9), 6 (8), 5 (7-6), 4 (5), 3 (4),
2 (3-2), 1 (1)
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RFL-7X RIFLEMAN

Mass: 60 tons
Chassis: Kallon Type XV Endo Steel
Power Plant: Hermes 360 XL
Cruising Speed: 64 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: McCloud Specials (Reinforced)
Jump Capacity: 180 meters
Armor: Durallex Light Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
2 Magna Bolt Light PPCs
2 Magna Flarestar Snub-Nose PPCs
Manufacturer: Field Refit
Primary Factory: None
Communications System: Garret T-11A
Targeting and Tracking System: Garret D2j
Overview
	Our young Republic of the Sphere faced the daunting challenge of equipping the forces Devlin Stone knew
we would need to defend our new nation. A vital source
of equipment was the salvage from a hundred battlefields
where Coalition troops had faced the Word of Blake. The
venerable Rifleman was a common design for which The
Republic developed a standardized refit package. Much as
the Draconis Combine created its upgraded Wolverine by
refitting Succession War-era machines, The Republic’s refit
program resulted in a BattleMech with a markedly different
appearance from the original.
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Capabilities
Using many components from modern Rifleman
variants grafted onto older examples of the design, the
RFL-7X upgrade process is an involved affair. The fact
that many recipients of the refit had suffered heavy damage was actually an advantage, as replacement of the
internal structure would have required significant disassembly. The installation of the powerful Hermes 360
XL engine gives this variant a boost in ground speed
by fifty percent. Mobility has been further enhanced by
the addition of McCloud Special jump jets. Re-armoring
with the latest light ferro-fibrous material, combined
with the other major structural upgrades, transforms the
BattleMech’s silhouette.
	The accuracy of the Garret D2j targeting system is legendary, prompting The Republic technicians to retain it. By
contrast, the weapons array received a complete overhaul.
Gone is the classic twinned autocannon and laser arrangement, replaced by pairs of light and snub-nosed PPCs.
In its new configuration, the mission of the RFL-7X has
changed almost as radically as its appearance. Previously
an anti-aircraft platform pressed into service as a main-line
BattleMech, The Republic intended its refit to serve as a fast
fire-support unit.
Deployment
Comprising a mishmash of equipment, the RAF still
has not approached a standard deployment plan. The RFL7X is used to plug the holes where medium and heavy
BattleMechs are required. The Republic has also made
the refit kit available to mercenary commands that aided
Devlin Stone’s Coalition against the Word of Blake.
Variants
Clan Jade Falcon produces a variant at Red Devil
Industries on Pandora. The RFL-C 2 mounts a 360 XXL engine and improved jump jets, allowing it to clear 270 meters in a single leap. Arm-mounted improved heavy medium lasers are paired with extended-range large lasers.
Endo steel structure and ferro-fibrous armor complete
the variant.

	The Federated Suns produces the RFL-6D. Equipped
with a 300 XL engine, it carries only ten heat sinks. Each
arm mounts a pair of Type 5 light autocannons, and extended-range medium lasers are carried in the torsos. A
sophisticated C3 slave is included and the six tons of ammunition in the side torsos are protected by CASE.
	The RFL-9T refit was developed by the Taurian
Concordat. Retaining the original standard 240 power
plant, it carries light AC/5s in place of the snub-nose PPCs.
A pair of extended-range medium lasers rounds out the
weapons, all of which are tied into an advanced targeting
computer. A Guardian ECM suite combines with stealth
armor to make the RFL-9T an elusive target.
A secondary RAF design is the RFL-8X. Inspired by
a mercenary battlefield refit, the 8X uses a more durable
light fusion engine to achieve speeds up to 86 kph. While
it only carries two ER PPCs and a brace of extended-range
medium lasers, these are all backed a targeting computer
that allows deadly accuracy at any range.
Notable MechWarriors
Colonel Joey Nichole: Only 26 when she formed the Battle
Corps, Colonel Nichole has a reputation for selfless dedication to the protection of civilian populations; the ability
to hold together the disparate people of the Battle Corps
and forge them into a fighting force that proved itself time
and again during Operation SCOUR; and lastly, an almost
uncanny skill with energy weapons. Piloting the original
RFL-8X, on more than one occasion she took down targets outside the standard effective range of her PPCs. Her
Rifleman—nicknamed the Pink Lady—was rebuilt several
times, Nichole steadfastly refusing to move to a “proper”
command ’Mech. Only after the battle for New Home,
when the Pink Lady was annihilated by artillery, did she
finally gave in. The battle for Terra saw Nichole piloting a
modified pink Warlord.

RFL-7X RIFLEMAN
Type: Rifleman
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 60
Battle Value: 1,645
Equipment			 Mass
Internal Structure:	Endo Steel		
3
Engine:
360 XL		 16.5
Walking MP:
6
Running MP:
9
Jumping MP:
6
Heat Sinks:
12 [24]		
2
Gyro (XL):			
2
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor (Light Ferro):
161		
9.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
20
22
Center Torso (rear)		
6
R/L Torso
14
20
R/L Torso (rear)		
4
R/L Arm
10
18
R/L Leg
14
20
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Critical	Tonnage
Light PPC
RA
2
3
Snub-Nose PPC
RA
2
6
Light PPC	LA
2
3
Snub-Nose PPC	LA
2
6
Jump Jet
RL	
1
1
Jump Jets
RT	
2
2
Jump Jets	LT	
2
2
Jump Jet	LL	
1
1
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lams
While this report is almost a decade old, it may still have some validity since we cannot account for all Word of Blake forces.
—Colonel Martin Overstreet
Director of Technology
Department of Military Intelligence
Land-Air BattleMechs (LAMs). Transforming ’Mech/aerospace hybrids. Jacks-of-all-trades. The elite recon units of the Star League Defense Force’s Striker
regiments. The embodiment of the technological might of the Terran Hegemony. The quintessential image of lostech during the depths of the Succession Wars.
Almost no battlefield unit beyond a standard BattleMech has been more romanticized and less understood. With rumors circulating from credible sources
that the Word of Blake—even as our Coalition forces prepare to smash the final Blakist strongholds—may have developed the technology to build the first new
LAMs in centuries, I’ve been tasked with creating an in-depth look at the history of this unique, equally beloved and maligned technology.
The Bimodal Land-Air BattleMech was the Terran Hegemony’s first attempt at ’Mech-to-fighter conversion. In 2680, First Lord Michael Cameron went
against conventional wisdom and appointed a naval officer, Admiral David Peterson, as commander of the SLDF. Peterson implemented sweeping changes
and commissioned several manufacturers to create “a series of ’Mechs that could fly as well as function as light ground ’Mechs.” Allied AeroSpace, Inc. won the
bid. Their Shadow Hawk LAM was capable of conversion between ’Mech and aerospace fighter configurations. Only a handful of these bimodal LAMs were built
before competitors perfected the standard LAM that survived into the Succession Wars.
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The standard Land-Air BattleMech design emerged less than a decade after the Terran Hegemony’s project began. LexaTech Industries delivered the first
fully-functional LAM based on the Stinger ’Mech, followed shortly by the Harvard Company, Inc who produced the Wasp LAM. Allied AeroSpace abandoned the
Shadow Hawk chassis in favor of new development and introduced the Hegemony to the Phoenix Hawk LAM.
The LAMs rolling off the assembly lines in the late 27th Century marginally resembled their namesakes, but they were completely new designs with obvious
differences. Dubbed the Mark I LAMs, they were produced for eight years. By that time, opposing forces were singling them out so Admiral Peterson sent the
design teams back to the drawing board. All three LAM designs were painstakingly modified to more closely resemble the ’Mechs for which they were named. The
cosmetic changes took almost five years to implement, and the new Mark II LAMs began production in 2701.
Although the LAM formed a prominent component of all SLDF divisions, few remained after the liberation of Terra. After the Successor States annihilated
their navies in the First and Second Succession Wars, a growing emphasis on ground-based combat relegated the LAM to a battlefield curiosity that many
commanders could neither effectively employ nor afford to risk. The difficulty of mastering both ’Mech and aerospace fighter, coupled with the complex AirMech
mode, started the LAM’s death spiral. By the Fourth Succession War the best academy for LAM pilots took three times as long as the worst MechWarrior academy
to churn out qualified pilots. The depredations of the Succession Wars reduced LAM manufacturing to a bare trickle by the time of the Clan invasion, leaving
fewer of these machines available to graduates each year. Pilots failing to earn LAM assignments found themselves mediocre MechWarriors or aerojocks and
frequently died in combat without ever piloting a LAM in battle.
When Clan Nova Cat destroyed the last LAM parts factory on Irece it marked the end for the struggling LAM. Coupled with inordinate training and maintenance
demands, the loss of parts production eliminated the LAM as a viable combat element in the Inner Sphere. A handful of non-airworthy LAMs remained in combat
museums, tended by graying, retired pilots, when the Word of Blake Jihad began. Given their capricious use of WMDs, it is unlikely even those relics survived.
In the 3050s, the Jade Falcons briefly explored adding LAMs to their Touman. A variant of the Phoenix Hawk with a dual cockpit was developed. Controlled
by an aerospace pilot and a MechWarrior, the project ultimately failed to fit the Clan’s vision of warfare and was abandoned, as far as we know.
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Beyond the cutting-edge technology required to build—much less repair—such units, it’s of worth to note why LAMs were not prolific following the Star
League. After all, a LAM can be both an aerospace fighter and a BattleMech. Why wouldn’t they dominate the battlefield? The reality is that a LAM is a poor
cousin to a ’Mech or aerospace fighter. While their conversion capabilities make them recon units without equal—the very reason companies were attached
to every SLDF Striker regiment—they are weaker than standard units in a stand up fight. What’s more, just because they have conversion technology does not
make them exceptional in environments in which they’re not designed to operate. For example, a LAM in BattleMech mode operating in space doesn’t have some
superior ability to do so…it’s still just a BattleMech, out of its element. Not to mention that, due to LAM-conversion equipment, they cannot mount many of the
sophisticated technologies that a pure BattleMech or aerospace fighter can mount, such as advanced armors, structural components and more; a loss in the tech
race against such units even at the height of the Star League.
For LAMs to be fielded effectively by an empire requires four pillars: extensive cutting-edge technology, a culture that prizes said technology over more reliable
technologies, massive military funding, and an ultra-large military force. All of these factors allow an empire the luxury of fielding such specialized units as LAMs. But
this is a set of criteria that only the Terran Hegemony and the Star League Defense Force have met in the three centuries since Land-Air BattleMechs first appeared.
If the Blakists do manage to field such units, it’s a testament to their technological savvy and their obsession with said technology. Despite their abundance
of wealth, it’s skewed due to their relatively small size. This, along with their limited military, leads me to believe that even if they could field such units, they
would not be able to sustain them for long. Regardless, an understanding of LAM history and capabilities will provide our troops with the knowledge they need
to defeat any unexpected surprises the Word of Blake might be holding in their last bag of tricks.
—Jas Hue
Aide-de-Camp to David Lear
27 October 3076
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STG-A1 STINGER LAM MK I

Mass: 30 tons
Chassis: LexaTech 300
Power Plant: GM 180
Cruising Speed: 64 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: GM ATO 100
Jump Capacity: 180 meters
Armor: Riese-100
Armament:
1 Raker-IV Medium Pulse Laser
2 Raker-II Small Pulse Lasers
Manufacturer: LexaTech Industries
Primary Factory: Irece
Communications System: O/P 900
Targeting and Tracking System: O/P LAMTRACK 45
Overview
After the boondoggle of the Shadow Hawk LAM, SLDF
procurement officers were understandably reticent about
new Land-Air BattleMechs. It was clear that bimodal designs were too limited for anything but the most specialized
combat roles, the exact opposite of the LAM concept. All
that changed when LexaTech Industries perfected tri-modal (what became known as “standard”) Land-Air BattleMech
conversion equipment in 2688 with their hyper-advanced
Stinger LAM. This sleek, powerful design—which managed
to improve on nearly every aspect of its parent BattleMech
while maintaining the same ground movement profile—
took the military world by storm. It was almost as if the
Mackie had been immediately followed by the Pillager, so
great was the technological leap.
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Capabilities
	The Stinger LAM, like its later contemporaries, gained
ten tons over the original chassis, but put this extra space
and mass to excellent use. This new LAM lost no ground
speed or jump range over the basic Stinger, and gained
extra armor protection. The weapons payload was heavily
upgraded as well, with pulse lasers replacing the standard
laser and machine guns. Ten double-strength heat sinks
provided more than enough cooling for this array.
	The end result was an extremely flexible and wellrounded light BattleMech, with the added advantage
of being a capable light aerospace fighter as well. The
amazingly maneuverable AirMech mode was just icing
on the cake.
Deployment
	The Star League Defense Force was thrilled with the
Stinger LAM and ordered thousands of the design, though
LexaTech could only deliver about two hundred before
the Mark II STG-A5 replaced the STG-A1. While the A1 remained the provenance of the Terran Hegemony’s Royal
Divisions, the A5 spread to all corners of the Inner Sphere
and Periphery.
	The Stinger LAM received its baptism of fire early in
2690, when rumors reached the Hegemony command of
a nuclear weapons plant in Terra’s own Oort cloud. Fearing
that Periphery secessionists were planning a terrorist strike,
the SLDF scrambled a hasty attack force of Stinger LAMs and
a quartet of the brand-new Wasp LAMs. With the Stingers
providing aerospace superiority, the Wasps crippled the
factory with their Arrow IV ATGMs. The assault went better
than anyone could have imagined, with every LAM returning unscathed.
Variants
Interestingly, the most common variant of the Stinger
LAM—the STG-A5—was actually being designed before
the SLDF put out the call for the Mark II models. While the
A1 was a fine machine, it was also expensive, and LexaTech
wanted to sell more copies of the ’Mech than just what the
SLDF Royal Divisions would buy. The STG-A5 replaced all
the pulse lasers with a larger array of standard medium
lasers and downgraded its heat sinks to single capacity.
The SLDF wasn’t thrilled with the downgraded version, but

the A5 was still a capable fast scout, and limited exposure
of advanced weapons technology to the rest of the Inner
Sphere. It saw one further variant, the STG-A10, which
replaced the A5’s arm-mounted medium lasers with two
pairs of small lasers; this version was found mostly in the
Draconis Combine.
	LexaTech also drew up plans for an even more advanced Stinger LAM, built with a larger XL engine, ferrofibrous armor, endo steel structure, and extra weapons
and armor, but proved unable to reconcile the limitations
of the Land-Air BattleMech chassis with the bulky new,
lightweight equipment. In recent years, some have suggested using a composite structure along with improved
jump jets. However, since no militaries or manufacturers
are seriously interested in reviving LAMs, such ideas remain
theoretical.
Notable MechWarriors
Hauptmann Simon Rastler II: Once a member of the Skye
Rangers, Simon Rastler was promoted to company command following his heroic actions against House Kurita in
the Fourth Succession War and the War of 3039, where his
superiors’ fears that he was a lucky rather than skilled pilot
proved unfounded. Unfortunately, Hauptmann Rastler was
sent to the border of the nascent Free Rasalhague Republic,
where he met his end at the guns of a Clan Wolf aerospace
fighter in 3051.
MechWarrior Kurt Brunner: Born into Clan Goliath
Scorpion in an undistinguished branch of the Shaffer
bloodline, MechWarrior Kurt dreamed of returning to the
Inner Sphere. When the Dragoons Compromise was announced, Kurt leaped at the opportunity and underwent
Trials to be part of Jaime and Joshua Wolf’s force. Upon
arriving in the Federated Suns, Kurt (who had taken the
surname of Brunner) found himself disillusioned by how far
the Successor States had fallen. He was killed in action on
Misery, a bitter shadow of his enthusiastic younger self.

STG-A1 STINGER LAM MK I
Type: Stinger LAM MK I
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Tonnage: 30
Battle Value: 788
Equipment			 Mass
Internal Structure:			
3
LAM Conversion Equipment:			
3
Engine:
180		
7
Walking MP:
6
Running MP:
9
Jumping MP:
6
AirMech Cruising MP:
18
AirMech Flanking MP:
27
Safe Thrust:
6
Max Thrust:
9
Heat Sinks:
10 [20]		
0
Gyro:			
2
Cockpit:			
3
Fuel:		
80		
0
Structural Integrity:
10
Armor Factor:
80		
5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
10
12
Center Torso (rear)		
3
R/L Torso
7
9
R/L Torso (rear)		
3
R/L Arm
5
6
R/L Leg
7
10
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Critical	Tonnage
Medium Pulse Laser
RT	
1
2
Small Pulse Laser
RA
1
1
Small Pulse Laser	LA
1
1
Jump Jets
RT	
3
1.5
Jump Jets	LT	
3
1.5
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STG-A1 STINGER LAM MK I
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STG-A1 STINGER LAM MK I
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